Abstract: This paper presents a bibliometric analysis within the research domain dedicated to the utilization of agent-based modeling (ABM) in the field of transportation. By employing specific keywords related to both agent-based modeling and transportation, we have identified and extracted 1016 scholarly papers from the ISI Web of Science database, spanning the period from 2002 to 2023. Through the application of bibliometric methods, we have systematically examined key contributors, affiliations of academic institutions, influential publications, and renowned journals within this domain. Our analysis reveals a consistent and robust growth in scholarly interest pertaining to agent-based modeling in the field of transportation throughout the considered period. Notably, within approximately four decades of ABM’s application in transportation, a distinct upward trajectory began in 2008, culminating in the year 2021. The entire considered period witnessed a remarkable surge in paper production, characterized by an annual growth rate of 21.67%. Furthermore, employing an n-gram analysis, we have delineated and discussed the principal areas within transportation that have progressively benefited from the advancements in agent-based modeling. Prominently, the domains of air transport and road transport have exhibited substantial development over time, while the implications of climate change have emerged as a persistent concern throughout the entire study period.
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In terms of modeling, various issues have been posed in the scientific literature regarding the description, design, computational features, simulation, validation, or evaluation of agent-based models (ABMs) [22–25]. Numerous scholars have endeavored to ascertain optimal approaches for constructing and elucidating ABMs [26,27]. Concurrently, certain researchers have put forth a range of protocols aimed at enhancing the comprehensibility and accessibility of ABM documentation [28]. Among these, the Overview, Design concepts, and Details (ODD) protocol has gained widespread acceptance for its capacity to facilitate model depiction and replication, while maintaining a judicious balance of technical detail [28]. Comprising seven distinct components organized into three principal categories, the ODD protocol has found utility across diverse research domains, adapting over time through iterative refinement to enhance clarity, reproducibility, and structural veracity [28]. In contemporary contexts, an extension of the ODD protocol, known as ODD + D, has been developed to specifically address the incorporation of human decision-making processes within ABM descriptions [29]. Moreover, select works within the field have focused their efforts on formulating protocols for a sensitivity analysis of ABMs [30]. Having these protocols has also contributed to the increasement in the research that uses ABM in various fields in recent years.

The utility of ABMs in the field of transportation lies in their capability to effectively model various aspects [31]. ABMs excel in capturing individual behaviors within complex environments marked by spatial interactions. With ABMs, it is possible to define behavioral rules for micro-level agents that, through simulation, can demonstrate intricate and emergent patterns at the macro level. For instance, the study of ABMs enables the observation of traffic congestion patterns’ formation, an outcome unattainable through traditional modeling approaches [31].

As the utilization of ABMs in the field of transportation science has witnessed significant growth over time, this paper endeavors to provide an extensive overview of the applications employing this approach. It does so through a bibliometric analysis aimed at identifying prominent authors, institutions, publications, and journals closely associated with this subject [32–35]. The analysis encompasses the extraction and examination of significant keywords, trends, and research directions. Additionally, the study sheds light on the geographic regions where the ABM approach to transportation holds substantial influence. To reinforce the analysis, we conducted a comprehensive review of the most highly cited papers within this domain.

The remaining sections of this paper are organized as follows: In the next section, we outline the steps taken to select relevant papers from the scientific literature, emphasizing the keywords used in the selection process and providing insight into the excluded elements. Section 3 is dedicated to the analysis of the extracted dataset. Firstly, we provide an overview of the selected papers, covering general aspects related to the keywords, average citations per year, number of authors, and the sources of the published papers. Secondly, we delve deeper into various elements, including an analysis of paper sources, authorship details, a collaboration map, a review of the top three most cited papers, a word analysis, and an examination of the connections between authors, their respective countries, affiliations, and the journals in which they have published their work. The paper concludes with limitations, and final remarks.

2. Materials and Methods

With the purpose of extracting the papers that have used ABM as a modeling technique for the research conducted in the transportation field, the Web of Science platform (WoS platform) [36] was employed. Although different databases can be used for a bibliometric analysis, such as Scopus and Google Scholar, or multiple databases can be used at once for such an analysis [34], in this paper, the bibliometric material has been retrieved only from the WoS platform. The choice for this platform has been founded on two main reasons, as pointed out by Bakir et al. [37]: the large coverage of disciplines and indexed journals that are considered the most credible by the scientific community [38,39] and the fact that
even though WoS is less inclusive than its counterpart databases, it represents the most commonly used database in the scientific literature [40].

According to Marin-Rodriguez et al. [41], two main steps are needed for conducting a bibliometric analysis: the identification of the dataset and the analysis of the extracted dataset. As a result, the steps presented in Figure 1 have been considered. The information provided in Figure 1 is adapted for the particular case of the research conducted in this study and is described in the following.

Figure 1. Bibliometric analysis steps.

The dataset extraction has been made through considering a series of keywords related to the transport domain and agent-based modelling.

The choice for these keywords has been based on studying various bibliometric papers that focus on various transport and transportation aspects. For example, Ruiz-Perez et al. [42] for a paper dealing with equity in transportation have used “transport*” for extracting the papers related to the transportation domain. The same keyword has been used by Bao et al. [43] for a paper dealing with the development of the socially sustainable transport research. As for the remainder of the specific words related to the transportation domain, we have considered the papers written in the field that discuss bibliometrics in the general transportation systems or particular transportation systems, such as road, rail, sea, or air. For example, Badassa et al. [44] used “rail*”, “road*”, “highway*”, and “expressway*” for extracting the papers related to the transport infrastructure. Meyer [45] uses combinations of keywords containing “road”, “freight”, “truck”, “vehicle”, and “ship”. Kadam et al. [46] used specific railway transportation keywords when conducting their database ex-
traction, such as “railway”, “rail”, “train”, “metro”, and “monorail”. Yuniaristanto et al. [47] used specific keywords related to electric motorcycles, such as “motorcycle”, “scooter”, “powered two-wheeler”, “e-motorcycle”, and “e-scooter”. Vizuete-Luciano et al. [48] in a study related to the taxi and urban mobility used keywords such as “urban mobility”, “taxi”, “ride-sourcing”, “ride-pooling”, “ride-splitting”, and “ride-sharing”. Ali et al. [49] used “airline”, “air carrier”, “aviation”, and “air passenger carrier”, while Bakir et al. [37] used “airport” and “airports” in their bibliometric studies in the area of air transportation. As for the remainder of the used keywords, we have considered the topic discoveries made by Sun and Yin [50]. The authors have provided in their paper 50 topics related to the themes and trends used in transportation research. For each identified theme, the authors have provided a list of related keywords from which we have enhanced the keywords search list, retaining the relevant keywords related to the transportation domain [50]. As a result, the keywords mentioned in Table 1 have been used for searching the papers related to the transportation domain, while for the keywords associated with the ABM domain, the following keywords have been considered: “agent-based modelling”, “agent-agent-based model-based modelling”, “agent-based model”, and “agent-based models”.

Table 1. Data selection steps.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exploration Steps</th>
<th>Questions on Web of Science</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Query</th>
<th>Query Number</th>
<th>Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>2</strong> Abstract</td>
<td></td>
<td>Contains one of the transport-specific keywords</td>
<td>(((TI = (“agent-based modeling”)) OR TI = (“agent-based modeling”)) OR TI = (“agent-based modeling”)) OR TI = (“agent-based models”)) OR TI = (“agent-based models”)) OR AB = (“pipeline”)) OR AB = (“train”)) OR AB = (“metro”)) OR AB = (“subway”)) OR AB = (“sea”)) OR AB = (“air”)) OR AB = (“maritime”)) OR AB = (“rail”)) OR AB = (“cable”)) OR AB = (“airplane”)) OR AB = (“flight”)) OR AB = (“airport”)) OR AB = (“harbor”)) OR AB = (“bus”)) OR AB = (“transport”) OR AB = (“roads”)) OR AB = (“pipelines”)) OR AB = (“trains”)) OR AB = (“subways”)) OR AB = (“maritimes”)) OR AB = (“rails”)) OR AB = (“cables”)) OR AB = (“airplanes”)) OR AB = (“flights”)) OR AB = (“airports”)) OR AB = (“harbors”)) OR AB = (“buses”)) OR AB = (“harbour”)) OR AB = (“highway”) OR AB = (“highways”)) OR AB = (“expressway”)) OR AB = (“freight”)) OR AB = (“truck”)) OR AB = (“trucks”)) OR AB = (“vehicles”)) OR AB = (“motorcycles”) OR AB = (“motorcycles”) OR AB = (“motorcycles”) OR AB = (“scooter”)) OR AB = (“taxi”)) OR AB = (“ride-sourcing”)) OR AB = (“ride-pooling”)) OR AB = (“ride-splitting”)) OR AB = (“ride-sharing”))</td>
<td>#2</td>
<td>5136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contains #1 AND #2</td>
<td></td>
<td>Contains #1 AND #2</td>
<td>#3</td>
<td>233</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2</strong> Abstract</td>
<td></td>
<td>Contains one of the agent-based-modeling-specific keywords</td>
<td>(((AB = (“agent-based modeling”)) OR AB = (“agent-based modeling”)) OR AB = (“agent-based modeling”)) OR AB = (“agent-based models”)) OR AB = (“agent-based models”)) OR AB = (“transportation”)) OR AB = (“transport”)) OR AB = (“road”)) OR AB = (“pipeline”)) OR AB = (“train”)) OR AB = (“metro”)) OR AB = (“subway”)) OR AB = (“sea”)) OR AB = (“air”)) OR AB = (“maritime”)) OR AB = (“rail”)) OR AB = (“cable”)) OR AB = (“airplane”)) OR AB = (“flight”)) OR AB = (“airport”)) OR AB = (“harbor”)) OR AB = (“bus”)) OR AB = (“transport”) OR AB = (“roads”)) OR AB = (“pipelines”)) OR AB = (“trains”)) OR AB = (“subways”)) OR AB = (“maritimes”)) OR AB = (“rails”)) OR AB = (“cables”)) OR AB = (“airplanes”)) OR AB = (“flights”)) OR AB = (“airports”)) OR AB = (“harbors”)) OR AB = (“buses”)) OR AB = (“harbour”)) OR AB = (“highway”) OR AB = (“highways”)) OR AB = (“expressway”)) OR AB = (“freight”)) OR AB = (“truck”)) OR AB = (“trucks”)) OR AB = (“vehicles”)) OR AB = (“motorcycles”) OR AB = (“motorcycles”) OR AB = (“motorcycles”) OR AB = (“scooter”)) OR AB = (“taxi”)) OR AB = (“ride-sourcing”)) OR AB = (“ride-pooling”)) OR AB = (“ride-splitting”)) OR AB = (“ride-sharing”))</td>
<td>#4</td>
<td>3,742,548</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contains #4 AND #5</td>
<td></td>
<td>Contains #4 AND #5</td>
<td>#6</td>
<td>1341</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A series of steps have been considered for the papers’ extraction. First, the transportation keywords in titles have been taken into account, which resulted in the extraction of 1,402,613 papers—see Table 1.


In our endeavor to restrict our analysis to papers related specifically to the domains of transportation and ABM, we employed a logical ‘AND’ operator between the initial two queries during Step 3. This refined search yielded a total of 233 relevant papers.

Subsequently, we replicated the same search queries in Steps 4, 5, and 6, this time focusing on the abstracts. This broader search encompassed 3,742,548 papers within the transportation domain and 11,174 within the ABM domain, with an overlap of 1341 papers.

Furthermore, recognizing the significance of keywords in our analysis of the selected papers, we applied similar filters during Steps 7, 8, and 9. Our keyword searches retrieved 781,716 papers related to the transportation domain and 8868 associated with ABMs, with an intersection of 507 papers common to both domains.

We retained all papers that were common across our previous queries involving title, abstract, and keywords filtering. In Step 10, this comprehensive approach yielded a total of 1654 papers.

Subsequently, language became an exclusion criterion in Step 11, with a focus on English-language papers, resulting in a slight reduction to 1645 papers.

In the final exclusionary step, Step 12, we filtered based on document type, retaining only articles. This led to a final count of 1127 papers.

The date of paper extraction was 20 November 2023.

As for the second step of our analysis, pertaining to the bibliometric analysis, a series of indicators have been discussed in accordance to other papers, which have used the same analysis approach [37,51–54].

### Table 1. Cont.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exploration Steps</th>
<th>Questions on Web of Science</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Query</th>
<th>Query Number</th>
<th>Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3 Keywords</td>
<td>Contains one of the transport-specific keywords</td>
<td>(((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((AK = (“transportation”)) OR AK = (“transport”)) OR AK = (“road”)) OR AK = (“pipeline”)) OR AK = (“train”)) OR AK = (“metro”)) OR AK = (“subway”)) OR AK = (“sea”)) OR AK = (“air”) OR AK = (“maritime”)) OR AK = (“rail”)) OR AK = (“cable”)) OR AK = (“airplane”)) OR AK = (“flight”)) OR AK = (“airport”)) OR AK = (“harbor”)) OR AK = (“bus”)) OR AK = (“transports”)) OR AK = (“roads”)) OR AK = (“pipeline”) OR AK = (“trains”)) OR AK = (“subways”) OR AK = (“maritimes”)) OR AK = (“railways”)) OR AK = (“cables”) OR AK = (“airplanes”)) OR AK = (“flights”) OR AK = (“airports”)) OR AK = (“harbors”)) OR AK = (“buses”)) OR AK = (“harbour”)) OR AK = (“harbours”)) OR AK = (“highway”) OR AK = (“highways”) OR AK = (“expressway”) OR AK = (“freight”) OR AK = (“truck”)) OR AK = (“trucks”)) OR AK = (“vehicle”) OR AK = (“vehicles”) OR AK = (“monorail”) OR AK = (“monorails”) OR AK = (“motorcycle”) OR AK = (“motorcycles”) OR AK = (“scooter”)) OR AK = (“scooters”)) OR AK = (“taxi”)) OR AK = (“ride-sourcing”) OR AK = (“ride-pooling”) OR AK = (“ride-sharing”)</td>
<td>#7</td>
<td>781,716</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contains #7 and #8</td>
<td>#7 AND #8</td>
<td>#9</td>
<td>507</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Title/Abstract/Keywords</td>
<td>Contains one of the specific agent-based modeling in transportation keywords</td>
<td>(((IAK = (“agent-based modeling”)) OR AK = (“agent-based modelling”)) OR AK = (“agent-based model”) OR AK = (“agent-based models”))</td>
<td>#3 OR #6 OR #9</td>
<td>#10</td>
<td>1654</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Language</td>
<td>Limit to English</td>
<td>(#10) AND LA = (English)</td>
<td>#11</td>
<td>1645</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Document Type</td>
<td>Limit to Article</td>
<td>(#11) AND DT = (Article)</td>
<td>#12</td>
<td>1127</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The bibliometric analysis is organized into five parts. The first part, ‘Dataset Overview’, provides a comprehensive presentation of key information concerning documents, timestamps, and the number of authors. The second part focuses on ‘Sources’, offering detailed insights into the most relevant sources, the annual growth rate, and the application of a Bradford’s Law graph. The third part delves into ‘Authors’ as its main theme, providing a thorough overview, including the number of papers authored by individuals or groups, a collaboration map, a collaboration network, and identification of significant affiliations. In the fourth part, the spotlight is on the detailed examination of the three most significant papers on ABM in transportation. This analysis seeks to discern the papers’ objectives, methodologies employed by the authors, and the resulting conclusions. The use of Word Clouds, a specialized graph type, aids in visualizing the prominence of specific terms, with text size reflecting their frequency. Thematic maps further elucidate the principal domains discussed in the scrutinized papers. The fifth and final part of the bibliometric analysis employs a mixed analysis, providing an observation of the distribution of affiliations, authors, and countries.

In the following, the formulas for some of the indicators discussed in the next section are provided for better describing the information included in these indicators. The formulas are presented in accordance with the information provided in [55]:

- Number of sources is calculated based on the sum metric:
  \[ \text{Sources} = \sum \text{Number of Sources} \]

- Number of documents is calculated using a similar metric:
  \[ \text{Documents} = \sum \text{Number of Documents} \]

- Number of references is determined with the following function:
  \[ \text{References} = \sum \text{Number of References} \]

- Average number of citations per document is an important metric that shows how important the paper is for other authors:
  \[ \text{Average number of citations per document} = \frac{\sum \text{Number of Citations}}{\sum \text{Number of Papers}} \]

- Average number of citations per document per year is calculated using the next metric:
  \[ \text{Average number of citations per document per year} = \frac{1}{\text{Number of years}} \times \frac{\sum \text{Number of Citations}}{\sum \text{Number of Papers}} \]

- Mean total citations per article:
  \[ \text{MeanTCperArt} = \frac{\sum \text{Number of Citations}}{\text{Number of articles}} \]

- Number of keywords plus is determined with the following function:
  \[ \text{Keywords plus} = \sum \text{Number of Keywords Plus} \]

- Number of authors’ keywords is determined with the following function:
  \[ \text{Author’s Keywords} = \sum \text{Number of Author’s Keywords} \]

- Number of authors is determined with the following function:
Authors = \sum \text{Number of Authors unique appearances}

- Number of authors’ appearances:

Author appearances = \sum \text{Number of Authors multiple appearances}

- Number of single-authored documents has the following formula:

Authors of single-authored documents = \sum \text{Number of Single Authored Documents}

- Number of multi-authored documents has the following formula:

Authors of multi-authored documents = \sum \text{Number of Multi Authored Documents}

- Single-authored documents contain only papers with 1 author, and the number is calculated based on the next metric:

Single Authored documents = \sum \text{Single - authored documents}

- Documents per author is calculated as

\text{Documents per author} = \frac{\sum \text{Documents}}{\sum \text{Authors}}

- Authors per document is the opposite formula of the previous one:

\text{Authors per document} = \frac{\sum \text{Authors}}{\sum \text{Documents}}

- Co-authors per document is an important metric:

\text{Co - authors per document} = \frac{\sum \text{Co - authors}}{\sum \text{Documents}}

- Collaboration index is determined based on the following formula:

\text{Collaboration index} = \frac{\sum \text{Authors of Multi - Authored Articles}}{\sum \text{Multi - Authored Articles}}

- Bradford’s Law sorts the journals based on the number of articles into three different groups, equally divided into each group and the proportion of a journal in a group will be proportional with 1 : n : n^2 [56,57]:

\text{Journal Proportion} = 1 : n : n^2

To facilitate the analysis of this dataset, we employed the Biblioshiny library in the R programming environment, which encompasses a suite of bibliometric tools. This analysis allowed us to extract the most pertinent and relevant information from the dataset. The choice for using Bibliometrix (Naples, Italy) is in line with other studies from the field, which have used the same software for a bibliometric analysis across various research fields [51–53,58–60]. Besides being open access, the R-based Bibliometrix package stands out due to its advanced visualization techniques [37,49].

3. Dataset Analysis

The dataset contains information about the most relevant papers that studied transportation and ABM domains and the focus is on the number of sources, citations, and authors, and the impact of the research.
3.1. Dataset Overview

The description of the dataset is provided in Tables 2–5 by presenting several relevant statistics.

Table 2. Main information about data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Timespan</td>
<td>2002:2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sources</td>
<td>519</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Documents</td>
<td>1127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average years from publication</td>
<td>4.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average citations per document</td>
<td>21.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average citations per year per document</td>
<td>2.906</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>References</td>
<td>45,200</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Document contents.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Keywords plus</td>
<td>2275</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authors’ keywords</td>
<td>3379</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Authors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Authors</td>
<td>3394</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Author appearances</td>
<td>4295</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authors of single-authored documents</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authors of multi-authored documents</td>
<td>3340</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. Authors' collaboration.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Single-authored documents</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Documents per author</td>
<td>0.332</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authors per document</td>
<td>3.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co-authors per document</td>
<td>3.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collaboration index</td>
<td>3.12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The timespan is between 2002 and 2023, from 519 published sources—see Table 2. Within our dataset of 1127 documents, the majority have been published in recent years, resulting in notably low average years from publication of 4.96. This trend underscores the contemporary scholarly focus on the transportation domain and ABMs. Moreover, the average number of citations per document stands at 21.41, reflecting the increasing interest of the scientific community in these subjects. Notably, there is a substantial average of 2.906 citations per year per document, emphasizing the ongoing relevance of the research.

However, it is important to note that the dataset comprises a substantial 45,200 references, with an average of 40.11 references per document. This underscores the depth and breadth of the literature informing the research within the transportation and ABM domains.

The annual scientific production serves as a pivotal indicator, offering insights into the progression of research within the analyzed domain. Notably, this indicator reveals a noteworthy evolution over the examined timeframe (Figure 2).
The annual scientific production serves as a pivotal indicator, offering insights into the progression of research within the analyzed domain. Notably, this indicator reveals a noteworthy evolution over the examined timeframe (Figure 2).

At the outset of our analysis, there is a discernibly scant number of papers. In 2002 and 2003, for instance, only two relevant articles are observed, and there is a dearth of such articles until 2008 (Figure 2). However, from 2008 onwards, a distinct upward trajectory emerges, culminating in 2021, where we observe a zenith with a total of 138 articles. This remarkable increase demonstrates an annual growth rate of 21.67%, attesting to the growing scholarly interest and productivity within the domain (Figure 2).

The average article citations per year serves as an informative metric, highlighting a discernible positive trend spanning from 2002 to 2023 (Figure 3). The zenith in this metric was observed in 2008, with an average of 31.57 citations per article (Figure 3). However, it is noteworthy to acknowledge that this year represented an exception. Subsequent to this peak, in the following year, the average declined to 3.68 citations per article, which aligns closely with the overall average spanning the entire period.

This fluctuation underscores the variable citation patterns within the domain, with 2008 presenting an anomaly amidst the broader trajectory (Figure 3). In the year 2008, the document identified as the most globally cited (authored by Gonzalez et al. [61]—as presented in Table 6) was published, accumulating a notable 5.5-fold citation advantage over the second-ranked document (3749 citations compared to 664 citations). In order to assess the impact of each article, the information provided in Figure 3 uses a specific metric named MeanTCperArt (mean total citations per article). As revealed in Figure 3, a substantial disparity between 2008 and subsequent years is observed, largely attributed to the influential paper authored by Gonzalez et al. [61].

Figure 2. Annual scientific production evolution.
Figure 3. Annual average article citations per year evolution.

The number of keywords plus, which are automatically generated from the titles of the articles, is 2275, with an average of 2.01 keywords per document—see Table 3. The authors’ keywords are 3379, with an average of 2.99 per document.

With regard to authors, our analysis has identified a total of 3394 unique authors, contributing to a cumulative count of 4295 appearances, as presented in Table 4. Notably, the occurrence of single-authored documents within the dataset is relatively limited, encompassing only 54 out of the 1127 analyzed documents. This paucity of single-authored documents can be attributed to the inherent complexity of the examined domain, particularly when endeavors involve the fusion of transportation and ABMs.

This supposition finds support in the number of authors affiliated with multi-authored documents, which totals 3340, a figure in close proximity to the total unique author count. It underscores the collaborative nature of research within this domain, where scholars frequently collaborate to navigate its intricate terrain.

Table 5 provides insights into author collaboration patterns. Among the documented statistics, there are 56 single-authored documents, a number closely aligned with the count of authors contributing to single-authored documents, which stands at 54. This implies that single authors, on average, have published approximately 1.03 documents each.

Examining the metric of documents per author, we observe a value of 0.332. This figure can be attributed to the comparatively larger number of authors in relation to the total published articles, resulting in a modest average authorship contribution per document, with each author, on average, contributing to less than one article.

For documents involving two or more authors, the metric co-authors per document registers at 3.81, while the collaboration index is calculated at 3.12. These values align with expectations for domains as intricate as transportation and ABMs, which typically necessitate the collective expertise of multiple specialists, thus reflecting a normative level of collaboration.
3.2. Sources

The identification of the most influential sources is a critical indicator, offering insights into the prevailing publication trends within specific journals. Foremost among these is ‘Sustainability’, a prominent international journal renowned for its extensive coverage, with a substantial tally of 33 published articles (as illustrated in Figure 4).

Table 5 provides insights into author collaboration patterns. Among the documented statistics, there are 56 single-authored documents, a number closely aligned with the count of authors contributing to single-authored documents, which stands at 54. This implies that single authors, on average, have published approximately 1.03 documents each.

Table 5. Authors’ collaboration.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Single-authored documents</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Documents per author</td>
<td>0.332</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authors per document</td>
<td>3.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co-authors per document</td>
<td>3.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collaboration index</td>
<td>3.12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Examining the metric of documents per author, we observe a value of 0.332. This figure can be attributed to the comparatively larger number of authors in relation to the total published articles, resulting in a modest average authorship contribution per document, with each author, on average, contributing to less than one article.

For documents involving two or more authors, the metric co-authors per document registers at 3.81, while the collaboration index is calculated at 3.12. These values align with expectations for domains as intricate as transportation and ABMs, which typically necessitate the collective expertise of multiple specialists, thus reflecting a normative level of collaboration.

Notably, there are three other journals that closely rival “Sustainability” in terms of relevance. These include “Transportation Research Record”, “Jass—The Journal of Artificial Societies and Social Simulation”, and “Ecological Modelling”—each of them with 24 papers. Furthermore, several other journals have emerged as significant contributors to the literature, such as “Transportation Research Record” and “computers Environment and Urban Systems”—with, respectively, 23 and 22 papers each.

For a comprehensive listing of the top 20 most influential sources, please refer to Figure 4.

The importance of journals is further underscored through Bradford’s Law, which demarcates distinct zones for the most frequently cited articles, distinguishing them from less cited ones based on the number of citations received.

Figure 5 illustrates Bradford’s Law applied to source clustering, featuring journals with more than 20 papers. This analysis underscores the extensive dissemination of research in the transportation and ABM domain across a multitude of journals, indicative of its diverse and far-reaching scholarly presence.

At the forefront of this distribution, we find “Sustainability” to be the most prominent journal, boasting the highest number of articles. The remaining journals included in this analysis are detailed in Figure 5.
Figure 4. Top 20 most relevant journals.

Notably, there are three other journals that closely rival “Sustainability” in terms of relevance. These include “Transportation Research Record”, “JASS—The Journal of Artificial Societies and Social Simulation”, and “Ecological Modelling”—each of them with 24 papers. Furthermore, several other journals have emerged as significant contributors to the literature, such as “Transportation Research Record” and “Computers Environment and Urban Systems”—with, respectively, 23 and 22 papers each. For a comprehensive listing of the top 20 most influential sources, please refer to Figure 4.

The importance of journals is further underscored through Bradford’s Law, which demarcates distinct zones for the most frequently cited articles, distinguishing them from less cited ones based on the number of citations received. Figure 5 illustrates Bradford’s Law applied to source clustering, featuring journals with more than 20 papers. This analysis underscores the extensive dissemination of research in the transportation and ABM domain across a multitude of journals, indicative of its diverse and far-reaching scholarly presence.

Figure 5. Bradford’s Law on source clustering.

The H-Index, a commonly employed indicator to assess the significance of a journal, measures the number of publications within a journal that have garnered citations equal to or exceeding the H-value. Figure 6 presents data pertaining to 18 journals, each possessing an H-Index surpassing the threshold of 6. Notably, “Transportation Research Part C—Emerging Technologies” secures the highest H-Index in this context, with a score of 16. “Transportation Research Part A—Policy and Practice” follows closely behind with an H-Index of 13. The lowest H-Index value among the top 18 is attributed to the “Energies”, “Energy policy”, “ISPRS International Journal of Geo-Information”, “Sustainable Cities and Society”, and “Transportation Research Part D—Transport and Environment” journals, which stand at an H-Index of 6. Additionally, “Applied Sciences” registers an H-Index of 1, indicating a relatively lower citation impact within this dataset, but with prospectives to increase in the future as the domain continues to develop and the journal supports the development of this field through a series of special issues dedicated to ABM in transportation.

Another pivotal indicator is the growth trajectory of journals, as exemplified in Figure 7, which focuses on the five most prominent journals in the dataset. It is noteworthy that until 2007, none of these journals had published any articles. For instance, the foremost journal, “Sustainability”, saw its inaugural publication in 2013, followed by a hiatus until 2018. Subsequently, from 2019 onwards, there was a remarkable surge in articles, with over 33 publications recorded by 2023.

Similarly, the remainder of the journals listed in Figure 7 exhibited a parallel growth pattern, closely trailing “Sustainability” and demonstrating analogous evolutions throughout the study period.
Figure 6. Journals’ impact based on H-index.

Figure 7. Journals’ growth (cumulative) based on the number of papers.

3.3. Authors

Figure 8 illustrates the most prolific authors within the domains of transportation and ABMs, showcasing those with a substantial body of work, comprising more than six published articles. This selection was made with the intent of identifying authors who
have made particularly significant contributions, necessitating a threshold of at least five published articles.

Figure 7. Journals’ growth (cumulative) based on the number of papers.

3.3. Authors

Figure 8 illustrates the most prolific authors within the domains of transportation and ABMs, showcasing those with a substantial body of work, comprising more than six published articles. This selection was made with the intent of identifying authors who have made particularly significant contributions, necessitating a threshold of at least five published articles.

Notably, authors Cotfas L.A. and Delcea C. emerge as the most prolific, each boasting a total of 19 publications. Following closely, author Milne R.J. has contributed significantly with 15 articles. Subsequently, a cohort of authors, including Ignacollo M., Inturri G., Le Pira M., Pluchino A., Sharpnskykh A., Zhuge C.X., Shao C.F., Li X., Manley E., Salari M., Varga L., Wang Y., and Zhang L., each feature prominently with a substantial body of work, contributing between 7 and 11 articles.

Considering the works of the above-mentioned authors, it can be observed that they mainly feature applications of ABM in the area of airplane boarding.

Figure 9 provides an insightful depiction of the publication distribution for the 16 most influential authors within the dataset. Notably, the initial phases of the analyzed period witnessed limited publication activity among these authors, with only a few articles in the early years.

However, a discernible shift occurs in subsequent years, particularly after 2017, marked by a substantial surge in their publication output. This pattern underscores a concentrated and impactful contribution to the scientific literature within the later stages of the study period, emphasizing the evolving prominence of these authors in the field of transportation and ABMs.

Figure 10 offers an overview of the most prominent affiliations within the dataset, featuring universities with more than 13 articles. We chose the threshold of 13 articles, as there were numerous universities with 12 publications, and this criterion allowed us to highlight the most influential institutions in the transportation and ABM domains.

Figure 8. Top 16 authors based on number of documents.
Taking the lead is Delft University of Technology, with an impressive total of 43 published articles, cementing its position as the foremost institution in these domains. Following closely in second place is the Bucharest University of Economic Studies, with a notable 28 articles. The Beijing Jiaotong University secures third place, having contributed significantly with 25 papers. Further investigating the reasons behind the position of the above-mentioned universities regarding the topmost prolific universities from the point of view of number of publications in the area of agent-based modeling in transportation,
we have observed that both Delft University of Technology and Bucharest University of Economic Studies provide agent-based-related courses. In the case of Delft University of Technology, the university offers a course called “Agent-based Modeling of Complex Adaptive Systems”, while in the case of Bucharest University of Economic Studies, the courses offered refer to “Fundamentals of Economic Cybernetics” and “Economic Cybernetics”.

The United States, with 285 published articles, emerges as the predominant leader among the countries represented in the dataset, contributing to nearly 25.28% of the total corpus. Notably, the United States stands out with the highest number of Multiple-Country Publications (MCPs) at 51 papers, denoting collaborations between authors from different countries, as well as the highest count of Single-Country Publications (SCPs) at 234 articles, reflecting collaborations within the same country. For a comprehensive breakdown of these statistics, please refer to Figure 11.

![Figure 11. Top 20 most relevant corresponding authors' country.](image)

Within the top 10 contributing countries, China ranks second with 128 published articles, comprising 44 MCPs and 84 SCPs. The United Kingdom follows closely with 81 published articles, encompassing 26 MCPs and 55 SCPs. Germany and the Netherlands are next, with 62 and 56 published papers, respectively. Germany reports 38 SCPs and 24 MCPs, while the Netherlands has 15 MCPs and 41 SCPs. Canada is also noteworthy with 45 published papers, featuring 16 MCPs and 29 SCPs. Australia contributes 44 published papers, inclusive of 15 MCPs and 29 SCPs. Italy, with 34 published articles, records 13 MCPs and 21 SCPs, while France follows with 27 published papers, equally divided between 11 MCPs and 16 SCPs. Korea rounds out the top 10, contributing 23 published articles, comprising 8 MCPs and 15 SCPs (Figure 11).

Figure 12 provides a visual representation of the scientific production across various countries. The map employs a color spectrum, ranging from grey to various shades of blue, with the depth of color corresponding to the volume of published articles.
As anticipated, the United States of America leads the chart with the highest number of published articles, totaling 772. China secures the second position with 343 articles, followed by the United Kingdom in third place with 230 papers. Germany and the Netherlands occupy the fourth and fifth positions with 143 and 120 articles, respectively.

Figure 13 offers insights into the distribution of citations across various countries. Notably, the United States of America emerges as the most prominently cited country, with a total of 11,743 citations. The average number of citations per article from the United States stands at 41.2, constituting a substantial share of 48.88% of the total citations worldwide.

Figure 14 presents a country collaboration map, illuminating the extent of collaborative efforts among nations in producing high-quality scientific papers. Among the most prolific collaborative partnerships, the United States and China stand out with 21 joint papers, as do the United States and the United Kingdom, also with 21 collaborative articles.

Additionally, noteworthy collaborations include the United States and China, with 22 collaborations, the United States and Canada, contributing a total of 20 papers together, the United States and the United Kingdom, with 18 collaborations, and the United States and Romania, which have co-authored 15 articles (Figure 14).
China secures the second position with 1762 citations, featuring an average article citation count of 13.76. This accounts for 7.33% of the total citations worldwide. The Netherlands ranks third with 1043 citations and an average article citation rate of 18.62, representing 4.34% of the total citations globally.

Figure 14 presents a country collaboration map, illuminating the extent of collaborative efforts among nations in producing high-quality scientific papers. Among the most prolific collaborative partnerships, the United States and China stand out with 21 joint papers, as do the United States and the United Kingdom, also with 21 collaborative articles.

Figure 15 presents the authors’ collaboration networks in which the isolated nodes have been removed. Also, the minimum number of edges has been set to two. As a result, seven clusters emerge with a total number of 23 authors.

Cluster 1, represented in red in Figure 15, is made by Cotfas L.A., Delcea C., Milne R.J., Salari M., Craciun L., and Molanescu A.G. and features papers written on ABM in airplane boarding [62–66].

Cluster 2, presented in blue in Figure 15, is made by Ignaccolo M., Inturri G., Le Pira M., Pluchino A., and Giuffrida N., focusing on topics related to stakeholders’ involvement in freight transport policies [67–71].

Cluster 3, colored in green in Figure 15, is composed by Sharpanskykh A., Curran R., and Janssen S. The authors have focused on ABM for studying the compliance with safety regulations in airline ground services [72–75].
Zhuge C.X., Dong C.J., and Shao C.F. (cluster 4, in violet) use ABM for locating public facilities for conventional and electric vehicles [76,77].

From clusters 5 to 7, each of them are made by two authors (Figure 15).

Martinez L.M. and Shen Y. (cluster 5, in brown) propose a model for simulating the potential impacts of high-speed rail on land cover in the Lisbon Metropolitan Area [78,79] and in Aveiro, Portugal [80].

Perez L. and Dragicevic S. (cluster 6, in grey) develop an ABM to integrate geographic information systems (GISs) in order to simulate the spread of a communicable disease in Metro Vancouver [81].

Stevenson M. and Thompson J. (cluster 7, in aqua) focus on vulnerable road users’ safety using ABM [82,83] and explore the effect of driver payment methods on driver fatigue, crash risk, and the response of enforcement agencies to major heavy-vehicle crashes [84].

3.4. Analysis of Literature

In this section, we have selected the top three most cited papers and we have analyzed them both from the point of view of the information accompanying the papers and from the point of view of their content.
3.4.1. Top Three Most Cited Papers—Overview

The top three most cited documents worldwide are presented in detail in Table 6, having information about the article, number of authors, region, total citations (TCs), total citations per year (TCY), and normalized TC (NTC), which explains the number of citations for each author who cites the document.

Table 6. Top three most globally cited documents.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Paper (First Author, Year, Journal, Reference)</th>
<th>Number of Authors</th>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Total Citations (TCs)</th>
<th>Total Citations per Year (TCY)</th>
<th>Normalized TC (NTC)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Fagnant, D.J., 2014, Transportation Research Part C: Emerging Technologies, [85]</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>683</td>
<td>68.30</td>
<td>16.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Bagstad, K.J., 2013, Ecosystem Services, [86]</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>USA, Spain</td>
<td>349</td>
<td>31.72</td>
<td>9.47</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The paper authored by Gonzalez et al. [61] stands out as the most frequently cited, amassing a substantial citation count of 3785, in contrast to the second most cited paper, authored by Fagnant and Kockelman [85], which has garnered 683 citations, as indicated in Table 6. Moreover, the TCY indicator associated with the paper authored by Gonzalez et al. [61] exhibits a notably higher value when compared to the other top three selected papers, registering at 235.56.

The remaining papers featured in the list of the top three most cited papers each exhibit a substantial citation count, surpassing 340 citations. Furthermore, the top three selected papers achieve a TCY exceeding 30 and an NTC exceeding 9.

Notably, all the papers listed in the top three most cited papers have arisen from collaborative efforts among multiple authors.

The predominant geographical affiliation of the authors of the top three most cited papers is the United States (USA), followed by Spain (Table 6). This result was expected given the position of the USA in the top 20 countries with the most citations list provided in Figure 13.

3.4.2. Top Three Most Cited Papers—Review

Below, a concise overview of the papers featured in the top three most cited papers is presented, accompanied by summaries of their respective contributions.

Gonzalez et al. [61] conducted an analysis of human mobility patterns using a dataset comprising 100,000 individuals’ tracked mobile phones over a 6-month period. The primary objective of the study was to gain a comprehensive understanding of human mobility patterns, irrespective of the modes of transportation employed by the studied population. Drawing from the analyzed data, the authors noted that, despite the diverse travel histories of the individuals in the study, discernible yet replicable travel patterns emerged. The authors elucidated the significance of diffusion models, which estimate human trajectories based on specified constraints and priorities, yielding robust insights into mobility patterns. Unexpectedly, employing Levi flights and random walk models resulted in human trajectories appearing to be random and challenging to predict. However, the analysis using diffusion models revealed spatial and temporal regularities. Various simulations were conducted across diverse locations and timelines. The investigation incorporated the analysis of mobile phone towers, recorded tracks, and service area limitations, providing insights into human trajectories primarily characterized by short distances, with infrequent occurrences of longer distances (exceeding hundreds of kilometers). The frequency of returning to a location was found to be contingent on travel distances and the temporal availability...
of each individual. In conclusion, the study highlights the consistent and reproducible nature of human behavior, even under the impact of epidemics or emergencies. These findings bear significant relevance in the domains of traffic forecasting, the determination of variables for agent-based models, emergency response planning, a human mobility analysis, and urban planning considerations [61]. Further considering the citations for the paper authored by Gonzalez et al. [61], it can be observed that 23.79% of the citing papers have been published in journals indexed in the computers science information systems category of WoS (counting for 900 papers). The remainder of the citing references have been indexed in either computer science (computer science theory methods, computer science artificial intelligence, computer science interdisciplinary applications, computer science hardware architecture, computer science software engineering) or transportation-specific categories (transportation science technology, transportation, or urban and environmental sciences), counting for 53.89% of the citing papers. As for the evolution of the citations, it has been observed that the trend has been ascending in the 2008–2015 period. Between 2015 and 2021, the trend has been constant, a number of citations per year between 327 and 351 being recorded. In 2022, the number of citations was slightly smaller, reaching 275 citations.

Fagnant and Kockelman [85] introduced an agent-based model designed for the optimization of shared autonomous vehicle (SAV) operations. The central concept underlying this model involves the generation of trips within a grid-based urban environment, accounting for predefined origins, destinations, and departure times. Additionally, the model incorporates elements to replicate realistic travel patterns. To validate the effectiveness of the model, a case study is presented, focusing on a mid-sized city. According to the authors, preliminary findings suggest that each SAV has the potential to replace approximately eleven conventional vehicles while introducing a modest increase of approximately 10% in travel distance compared to non-shared autonomous vehicle journeys of a similar nature [85]. This, in turn, results in overall positive emission impacts when accounting for fleet-efficiency improvements and emission profiles both during production and in-use phases [85]. Furthermore, one of the authors of the study (Kockelman K.M.) has collaborated with two other researchers (Chen D.T. and Hanna J.P.) on another work regarding the implications of vehicle and charging infrastructure, which holds fourth place based on the number of citations, gathering 220 citations, with a TCY of 22.00 and an NTC of 5.13. In this paper, Chen et al. [1] commence their study by building upon a finding that underscores the sensitivity of fleet size to factors such as battery recharge time and vehicle range. The authors proceed to explore the implications of decisions related to both vehicles and charging infrastructure. The researchers specifically analyze travel patterns within the context of Austin, Texas, and employ an agent-based modeling approach to simulate the operations of a shared autonomous vehicle fleet. The results of their investigation reveal a significant dependence of fleet size on the adequacy of charging infrastructure and vehicle range [1]. Notably, from a financial perspective, the analysis suggests that despite necessitating the largest fleet and the most charging stations, the base 80-mile-range shared autonomous electric vehicle (SAEV) fleet equipped with Level II charging stations emerges as the most cost-effective option on a per-mile basis among all the electric vehicle (EV) scenarios considered [1]. In terms of citations, it has been observed that 582 of the 683 citing papers (representing 85.21%) have been published in areas related to transportation science technology and transportation in the WoS platform, highlighting once more the contribution of the paper authored by Fagnant and Kockelman [85] to the transportation field.

Bagstad et al. [86] place particular emphasis on the significance of spatial connectivity between ecosystems and their beneficiaries within their research. In light of this focus, the authors introduced a class of agent-based models called Service Path Attribution Networks (SPANs) tailored to address a spectrum of ecosystem services, which correlates the source, sink, and locations. SPANs use different classes of agents: sink agents, who reduce the available quantity by carrier agents; carrier agents, which move between locations following specific routes; and user agents, which use the products from carrier agents, and if they
are satisfied, can access more products from the carrier, or it has the possibility to buy from competitors. Furthermore, the SPAN Algorithm takes into account the individual traveler’s historical experiences and preferences, alongside considerations of distance, travel infrastructure, and available transportation modes [86]. The iterative process is repeated multiple times until the optimum is determined through simulations, utilizing various ecosystem services and activities such as carbon storage, subsistence fisheries, riverine food regulation, and recreation. Once the optimum is identified, the SPAN model aspires to integrate into the Artificial Intelligence for Ecosystem Service (ARIES) modeling platform. ARIES supports diverse ecosystems across different regions, each characterized by unique particularities. Several approaches can be employed to identify the best model: modifying the existing SPAN model and ARIES to suit the problem, utilizing an already established SPAN model and adapting its code, or employing a system capable of calculating ecosystem system flows, such as InVEST Hydrology, even though it lacks a comprehensive overview of flow results. The authors intend to enhance these proposed models by exploring the integration of choice models and transportation network models into their analytical framework [86]. Considering the papers citing the work of Bagstad et al. [86], a steady interest for the work in the 2014–2021 period has been observed, in which the paper has received between 24 and 48 citations per year, with a visible increased interest in 2022, when the paper received a higher number of citations (58 citations).

Table 7 summarizes the main information related to the top three globally most cited papers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Paper (First Author, Year, Journal, Reference)</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Transportation Area</th>
<th>Data</th>
<th>Purpose</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Gonzalez, M., 2008, Nature, [61]</td>
<td>Understanding individual human mobility patterns</td>
<td>All</td>
<td>100,000 persons tracked for a 6-month period</td>
<td>To better understand the human mobility patterns that can be included in various analyses, including agent-based models.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Fagnant, D.J., 2014, Transportation Research Part C: Emerging Technologies, [85]</td>
<td>The travel and environment implications of shared autonomous vehicles, using agent-based model scenarios</td>
<td>Road</td>
<td>Synthetic data that can be associated with a mid-sized city (e.g., Austin, Texas)</td>
<td>To propose an agent-based model designed for the optimization of shared autonomous vehicle (SAV) operations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Bagstad, K.J., 2013, Ecosystem Services, [86]</td>
<td>Spatial dynamics of ecosystem service flows: A comprehensive approach to quantifying actual services</td>
<td>All</td>
<td>Synthetic data</td>
<td>To model the spatial connectivity between ecosystems and their beneficiaries.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.4.3. Words Analysis

Words hold significant importance in a bibliometric analysis, as they provide insights into the practical applications of papers and the focal points of research. Within our dataset represented by keywords plus, the term ‘simulation’ emerged as the most frequently occurring word, with 148 instances. It was closely followed by “model” with 129 occurrences, “behavior” with 94 occurrences, “systems” with 61 appearances, “dynamics” with 60 occurrences, “impact” with 59 appearances, “optimization” with 55 occurrences, “framework” with 45 occurrences, “management” with 43 appearances, and “time” with 43 appearances.
Notably, the top 10 most frequent words identified in Table 8 are indicative of their integral role within the transportation and ABM domains, underscoring their prevalence and relevance in the field.

Table 8. Top 10 most frequent words in keywords plus.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Words</th>
<th>Occurrences</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>simulation</td>
<td>148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>model</td>
<td>129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>behavior</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>systems</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dynamics</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>impact</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optimization</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>framework</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>management</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>time</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 9 provides a comprehensive overview of the ten most frequently occurring keywords authored by researchers. These keywords reflect the specific focus of their studies within the transportation domain and ABM.

Table 9. Top 10 most frequent words in authors’ keywords.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Words</th>
<th>Occurrences</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>agent-based model</td>
<td>214</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>agent-based modeling</td>
<td>208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>agent-based modelling</td>
<td>119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>simulation</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>electric vehicles</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>agent-based simulation</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>agent-based models</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>multi-agent systems</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COVID-19</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>airplane boarding</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notably, the top three keywords—“agent-based model” (214 occurrences), “agent-based modeling” (208 occurrences), and “agent-based modelling” (119 occurrences)—underscore the prominence of ABMs in the research. Additionally, the term “simulation” (59 occurrences) plays a significant role in these studies.

Furthermore, “electric vehicles” (46 occurrences), “agent-based simulation” (41 occurrences), “agent-based models” (28 occurrences), “multi-agent systems” (18 occurrences), “COVID-19” (17 occurrences), and “airplane boarding” (15 occurrences) round out the list, each indicative of their relevance and alignment with the transportation domain and ABM. These keywords offer valuable insights into the key areas of interest and expertise within scholarly discourse.

Figure 16 provides a comprehensive visualization of the top 50 most frequently used words derived from both keywords plus and authors’ keywords. The visualization is segmented into two clusters: Cluster A, which emphasizes keywords plus, and Cluster B, which centers on authors’ keywords.

In Cluster A, focusing on keywords plus, we observe a Word Cloud wherein the most representative words include “simulation”, “model”, “behavior”, “system”, “dynamics”, “impact”, “optimization”, “framework”, and “management”. These terms encapsulate the predominant themes and concepts associated with the research in this domain.
Cluster B, on the other hand, concentrates on authors’ keywords. This Word Cloud features the most frequently occurring terms within this category, such as “agent-based modelling”, “simulation”, “electric vehicles”, “COVID-19”, “agent-based models”, “airplane boarding”, “optimization”, “traffic simulation”, “agent-based simulation”, “climate change”, and “agent-based modeling”.

Considering the two Word Clouds presented in Figure 16, it can be observed that the authors’ keywords are focusing more on the modeling and analysis techniques used in their papers (e.g., “agent-based modelling”, “agent-based models”, “agent-based modeling”, “agent-based simulation”) and the field of the transportation area in which they have been used (e.g., “electric vehicles”, “airplane boarding”, “traffic simulation”), while with the keywords plus, which are automatically generated by the WoS platform, the focus is more on generic words related to the analysis conducted in the paper, rather than on the various fields in the transportation field. Regarding the length of the keywords, it can be observed that the authors’ keywords are composed of several words (in general bigrams), while the keywords plus are composed of a single word (unigrams).

Table 10 presents a valuable analysis of the ten most frequently occurring word pairs, or bigrams, within the abstracts and titles of the analyzed papers. This analysis sheds light on the predominant word combinations that are commonly used in the corpus of research.

Table 10. Top 10 most frequent bigrams in abstracts and titles.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bigrams in Abstracts</th>
<th>Occurrences</th>
<th>Bigrams in Titles</th>
<th>Occurrences</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>agent_based model</td>
<td>565</td>
<td>agent_based model</td>
<td>153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>agent_based modeling</td>
<td>224</td>
<td>agent_based modeling</td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>electric vehicles</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>agent_based modelling</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>agent_based models</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>agent_based simulation</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>agent_based modelling</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>electric vehicle</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>simulation results</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>agent based</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>agent_based</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>agent_based approach</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>simulation model</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>modeling approach</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>model abm</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>agent_based models</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the abstracts, the most prevalent bigram is “agent-based model” with a substantial 565 occurrences. It is followed by “agent-based modeling” with 224 appearances, “electric vehicles” with 137 instances, “agent-based models” with 136 mentions, “agent based modeling” with 121 instances, “simulation results” with 90 occurrences, “agent based” with 87 appearances, and “simulation model” with 79 mentions, while “model abm” and “agent_based simulation” complete the list with 78 and 74 occurrences, respectively.
Similarly, in the titles of the papers, notable bigrams include “agent-based model” with 153 occurrences, “agent based modeling” with 105 mentions, “agent-based modelling” with 67 appearances, and “agent-based simulation” with 30 occurrences. Other significant bigrams include “electric vehicle” and “electric vehicles” (43 and 31 occurrences each, respectively), “agent based” (28 occurrences), “agent-based approach” (24 occurrences), and “modeling approach” and “agent-based models” (23 and 22 occurrences each, respectively).

Table 11 presents top 10 most frequent trigrams found in abstracts and titles. Similar with bigrams, most of the trigrams are related to the agent-based modelling domain or transportation domain. In abstracts, the top 10 trigrams are “agent-based model abm”, which has 65 occurrences, “agent based model” with 39 appearances, “agent_based modelling abm” with 32 appearances, “agent_based modeling abm”, which has 31 occurrences, “agent_based simulation model” with 31 occurrences, “electric vehicles evs”, which has 24 occurrences, “agent_based models abms” with 21 appearances, “agent based modeling” with 18 occurrences, and “agent_based modeling approach” and “agent_based modeling framework” with 16 appearances for each one.

### Table 11. Top 10 most frequent trigrams in abstracts and titles.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trigrams in Abstracts</th>
<th>Occurrences</th>
<th>Trigrams in Titles</th>
<th>Occurrences</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>agent_based model abm</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>agent_based modeling approach</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>agent based model</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>electric vehicle charging</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>agent_based modelling abm</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>agent_based modelling approach</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>agent_based modeling abm</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>agent based model</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>agent_based simulation model</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>agent_based modelling framework</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>electric vehicles evs</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>agent_based simulation approach</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>agent_based models abms</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>agent_based modelling</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>agent_based modeling</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>agent_based simulation model</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>agent_based modeling approach</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>electric vehicle adoption</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>agent_based modeling framework</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>vehicle charging infrastructure</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In titles, the top 10 most popular trigrams are “agent_based modeling approach”, which has 19 appearances, “electric vehicle charging” with 15 occurrences, “agent_based modelling approach”, which has 11 occurrences, “agent based model” and “agent_based modelling framework” with 8 occurrences for each one, “agent_based simulation approach” with 7 appearances, and “agent based modelling”, “agent_based simulation model”, “electric vehicle adoption”, and “vehicle charging infrastructure” with 6 appearances for each one.

Furthermore, as most of the identified n-grams are related to the ABM field, we have further proceeded to eliminating some of the ABM-specific bigrams from abstracts, as well as eliminating bigrams related to the model or some other methods used in the paper. Some examples of the removed bigrams are “agent_based model”, “agent_based modelling”, “agent_based models”, “agent_based modelling”, “simulation results”, “model abm”, “agent based”, “simulation model”, “agent_based simulation”, “proposed model”, “based model”, “modeling framework”, “mode choice”, “modeling abm”, “modelling abm”, “empirical data”, “simulation models”, “modeling approach”, “system dynamics”, “experimental results”, “model results”, “modelling approach”, and “models abms”. As a consequence of this curation, the bigrams related to the transportation field have been identified as presented in Table 12.

From Table 12, it can be observed that a series of bigrams are related to road transport (e.g., “electric vehicles”, “road network”, “traffic congestion”, “traffic flow”, “electric vehicle”, “charging stations”), while others refer to air transport (e.g., “boarding methods”). Nevertheless, a series of bigrams are related to public transport in general, such as “public transport”, “travel demand”, “transportation system”, “travel time”, and “transportation systems”. Few bigrams discuss the effects of transportation over climate (e.g., “climate change”, “air pollution”) or on public health (e.g., “social distancing”).
Table 12. Top 20 most frequent bigrams related to transportation in abstracts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bigrams in Abstracts</th>
<th>Occurrences</th>
<th>Bigrams in Abstracts</th>
<th>Occurrences</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>electric vehicles</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>social distancing</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>road network</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>traffic flow</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>travel time</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>travel demand</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>electric vehicle</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>charging stations</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>climate change</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>energy consumption</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>public transport</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>traffic congestion</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>transportation system</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>charging demand</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>supply chain</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>transportation systems</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>charging infrastructure</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>boarding methods</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>air pollution</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>autonomous vehicles</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Given the evolution of the annual scientific production provided in Figure 2, three distinct temporal periods emerge: 2002–2012, 2013–2017, and 2018–2023.

These distinct periods are characterized by significant deviations in annual publication trends. To attain a more comprehensive insight into the longitudinal thematic evolution within the domains of economics and education, a rigorous analysis was undertaken spanning these delineated time frames. The distribution of the themes has been divided into four main categories: Basic Themes, Motor Themes, Niche Themes, and Emerging or Declining Themes – which will be discussed in the following for each of the three considered situations (please consider Figures 17–19).

Figure 17. Thematic map for 2002–2012 period (four types of themes are considered: Basic Themes, Motor Themes, Niche Themes, and Emerging or Declining Themes).
this timeframe, the predominant thematic emphasis in abstract discussions centered on the
Motor Themes, Niche Themes, and Emerging or Declining Themes).

Figure 19. Thematic map for 2018–2023 period (four types of themes are considered: Basic Themes, Motor Themes, Niche Themes, and Emerging or Declining Themes).

Figure 18. Thematic map for 2013–2017 period (four types of themes are considered: Basic Themes, Motor Themes, Niche Themes, and Emerging or Declining Themes).

Figure 17 unveils a discernible pattern during the initial period (2002–2012). Within this timeframe, the predominant thematic emphasis in abstract discussions centered on the
exploration of ABM as a means to address issues in freight transportation. Additionally, in the realm of themes identified for this period as basic themes, a noteworthy portion of research endeavors were directed toward the fields of “transportation system/systems” and “travel demand” (Figure 17). As for the motor themes category, one can identify the “freight transportation” theme. Also, as a niche theme, it can be observed that for this period of time, “climate change” emerges, even though the importance given to this aspect seems to be limited as depicted in Figure 17 where the bubble associated with this item is relatively small, accounting for only two contributions.

As for the pattern observed for the 2013–2017 period, from the bigram analysis in abstracts, it can be observed that the focus shifted to “electric vehicles”, identified as a motor theme (Figure 18). Also, the shift of the “climate change” theme from the niche themes section to the motor themes section can be observed. Meanwhile, it can be noticed that for the mentioned period, the bigrams related to “road network”, “travel time”, and “transportation system” are listed as basic themes for the ABM in transportation, while “supply chain” gained more and more interest from the research community, accounting this time for 40 elements. In terms of “freight transport”, a decline in this theme can be observed, being placed at the borderline between the niche and emerging/declining themes, suggesting a decline in the interest for this theme in the selected research papers. Also, regarding the issues discussed in the scientific papers in connection with the freight transportation theme, a shift has been observed from the 2002–2012 period, in which the focus was on policy measures, a policy analysis, and a modal shift in freight transportation, to the 2013–2017 period, in which the focus was on urban freight transportation, transport planning, and the potential benefits of using urban freight. Furthermore, in the niche themes, we can observe the bigrams related to “transportation systems” and looking at the included papers, it can be observed that these refer to the air transportation and commercial aviation, so one can highlight the increase in the interest in the area of air transport.

Moreover, during the period spanning 2018–2023, an observable transition is noted in the thematic content of papers associated with the “electric vehicles” bigram. These papers have shifted towards fundamental themes (marked as “basic themes” in Figure 19), while those linked to the “road network”bigram faced an increase in interest from the research community moving toward the “motor themes” section in the context of ABM in transportation. Moreover, “climate change” has emerged as a “basic theme”. Considering the entire 2002–2023 period, it can be observed how the “climate change” theme has emerged from a niche theme to a motor theme, and later on as a basic theme within the transportation research area when ABM is used. The inclusion of “climate change” as a fundamental theme is not unexpected when considering other scholarly works employing a bibliometric analysis within the transportation domain. For instance, in the examination of equity in transportation by Ruiz-Perez et al. [42], the theme of “air pollution” (which in our case is included in “climate change”) is notably identified for the period spanning 2014 to 2020. The authors attribute the prevalence of this theme to a heightened concern regarding the environmental and public health impacts of transportation systems [42]. Notably, papers associated with the “supply chain” bigram are the sole exceptions, as they have continued to be classified among the basic themes for this period. As for the “road network”, an increase in the interest of the research community in this area can be observed, which made the theme shift from the basic themes in the 2013–2017 period toward the motor themes in the 2018–2023 period. Among the elements studied within the road network papers in the 2018–2023 period, one can identify public transport, autonomous vehicles, traffic congestion, travel demand, and travel time (Figure 19).

Also, “boarding time” occurs as a niche theme in 2018–2023. By further investigating the issues related to the “boarding time” bubble in Figure 20, it has been observed that the following bigrams are associated with it: “boarding time”, “social distancing”, “boarding methods”, “airport terminal”, “COVID pandemic”, “reverse pyramid”, “airplane boarding”, “health risk”, “boarding method”, “health risks”, and “simulation approach”. Referring to the papers in which these bigrams can be identified, it has been observed
that they refer to the methods used to reduce the health risks and boarding time during the occurrence of the COVID-19 pandemic by either investigating the classical airplane boarding methods or with proposed alternative methods for passengers’ boarding for reducing the infection rate.

Figure 20. “Social distancing” bubble composition.

Figure 21 presents the evolutionary framework of the three identified periods. By observing the flows in Figure 21, it can be observed that discernible patterns emerge, characterized by the convergence and divergence of topics into discrete thematic domains. It is noteworthy that in the initial period, the topic associated with the “climate change” bigram exhibited merging with the “transport system” topic bigram, and some of the topics associated with decision makers and freight transportation merged into the “electric vehicles” topic bigram identified for the second period. Furthermore, the “electric vehicles” topic bigram identified in the second period merged into the “electric vehicles” topic bigram identified in the third period.

Figure 21. Thematic evolution.
Moreover, a substantial portion of topics within the 2013–2017 timeframe underwent a process of amalgamation into a wide range of thematic domains in the subsequent 2018–2023 period as depicted in Figure 21, highlighting the dynamicity of the ABM in the transportation field. Overall, it can be observed that most of the bigrams provided for the 2018–2023 period feature elements related to road transportation and climate change.

A comprehensive methodology was employed, adopting a factorial approach that leveraged multidimensional scaling (MDS). This approach was predicated on the utilization of bigrams extracted from the abstracts of all papers, following the exclusion of the most prevalent bigrams associated with ABM. The objective was to effectively streamline the intricate dimensions of research, resulting in the formation of discernible clusters, as visually depicted in Figure 22.

The cluster delineated in red within Figure 22 encompasses prominent bigrams related to three dimensions: the public transportation system in general (“public transportation”, “transportation system”, “transportation systems”), climate change issues (“climate change”, “air pollution”, “traffic congestion”, “travel times”, “travel demand”, “energy consumption”), and road transportation (“electric vehicle”, “ev adoption”, “charging stations”, “charging infrastructure”).

Conversely, the blue-colored cluster comprises bigrams associated with air transport (“boarding methods”, “boarding time”, “social distancing”), and it refers to the papers written in the COVID-19 pandemic period, which featured the development of better boarding strategies for airplane boarding in order to consider the social distance and to minimize the infection rate.

Based on the factorial map in Figure 22, the use of the ABM in modeling and solving transportation-related issues can be further highlighted in various areas of the transportation area, such as the motor theme of the road network, the niche theme of boarding time in air transport, or the basic themes of supply chain, electric vehicles, and climate change.

3.5. Mixed Analysis

Given the increasing significance of the transportation and ABM domains in recent years, it becomes imperative to explore the intricate relationships among authors, journals,
countries, and universities when analyzing scholarly publications. These multifaceted relationships are portrayed through three-fold plots, and two such plots are featured in Figures 23 and 24.

Figure 23. Three-field plot: countries (left), authors (middle), journals (right).

Figure 24. Three-field plot: affiliations (left), authors (middle), keywords (right).
The triadic representations offer insights into the collaborative dynamics among authors hailing from different countries and their affiliations with specific journals. In Figure 16, the preeminent country in terms of collaborations emerges as Italy, reflecting its active engagement in international research endeavors. Notably, prolific authors such as Cotfas L.A. and Delcea C. are at the forefront of collaborative efforts, contributing significantly to the scholarship. The journal “Sustainability” stands out as the primary platform for publishing these collaborative articles, underscoring its central role in facilitating cross-border research collaborations (Figure 23).

Similarly, a triadic representation has been crafted for affiliations, authors, and keywords, providing valuable insights into the collaborative dynamics within the academic landscape. Figure 24 encapsulates these relationships.

Prominently featured in this graph is The Bucharest University of Economic Studies, an institution with notable contributions to the fields of ABM and airplane boarding. Two authors, Cotfas L.A. and Delcea C., from the mentioned university, have emerged as key figures within the ABM use in transportation.

Figure 24 serves as a visual representation of the collaborative interplay between affiliations, authors, and keywords, shedding light on the specialized areas of expertise and research focus within The Bucharest University of Economic Studies.

4. Limitations

While this analysis strives to identify the most pertinent papers within the realms of transportation and ABM, it is crucial to acknowledge certain inherent limitations that temper the scope of this study.

Firstly, our analysis exclusively focuses on articles published in journals indexed by ISI Web of Science. Consequently, it does not encompass valuable insights that may be gleaned from scientific conference proceedings or research papers available in other databases, such as Scopus. This limitation may inadvertently omit significant contributions from these alternative sources.

Secondly, language constraints restricted our examination to papers published exclusively in English. Consequently, papers in other languages, though potentially valuable, were excluded from our analysis.

Furthermore, the scope of our analysis was delineated by a predefined set of keywords associated with ABM and the transportation domain, as detailed in Table 1. This predetermined set of keywords may have inadvertently excluded pertinent papers that employ alternative terminology or encompass related subfields.

Lastly, while we employed the Biblioshiny library within the R programming language to facilitate our analysis, we acknowledge that other software applications may offer distinct perspectives and insights, and therefore, our findings are delimited by the specific tools employed. The choice for the use of Biblioshiny resides on the fact that it encompasses a comprehensive set of methods and techniques suitable for various bibliometric analyses, offering robust visualization tools and informative metrics and being easy to use, with a very friendly user interface and comparable with CiteSpace, which provides an overly complicated interface [87]. Notably, Biblioshiny surpasses alternatives like VOSviewer and SciMAT by allowing the simultaneous analysis of multiple sources [88]. Additionally, it provides a diverse range of graphs crucial for the bibliometric analysis [88], such as the H-index graphs or the map depicting authors’ production over the analyzed period—an essential element explaining the evolution of the domain and identifying key authors [89]. Also, Bibliometrix offers a series of metrics, including total sources, publications, and authors, that are directly extracted from the database [89]. Biblioshiny further distinguishes itself by offering customization options for graphs through filters, such as the number of authors to be presented, various limits, and the number of clusters [88]. This level of customization is not available in VOSviewer or SciMAT. Additionally, Biblioshiny provides unique features like tree maps, three-field plots, Word Clouds, and world maps—tools that significantly enhance the capability to conduct thorough Bibliomatrix analyses [90].
Contrarily, VOSviewer has been found as lacking in stemming or lemmatization in keyword co-occurrence analyses and lacking functions for temporal analyses [87]. Leveraging the R programming language, Biblioshiny benefits from one of the largest global communities, facilitating ease of access to information and support [90]. This popularity positions Biblioshiny among the most widely used tools for a bibliometric analysis along with VOSviewer, Harzing’s Publish or Perish, and CiteSpace [87]), making it the choice for the bibliometric analysis used in this paper.

5. Conclusions

Since 2002, the fields of transportation and ABM have undergone a remarkable transformation, transitioning from relatively individual domains lacking clear correlations to becoming invaluable and influential scientific realms. This evolution has elucidated the dynamics of transportation and underscored the instrumental role played by ABM theory in anticipating future challenges. Our research endeavor aimed to identify the most salient authors, journals, and articles spanning the years from 2002 to 2023, all of which were sourced from the prestigious ISI Web of Science database (WoS platform).

Leveraging the bibliometric tools available within the Biblioshiny library, we facilitated a comprehensive analysis of the publications within this temporal spectrum. This analysis encompassed discerning the trajectory of papers published during the study period, identifying key countries and prolific authors, gauging the impact of individual papers, and scrutinizing citation frequencies across papers, journals, countries, and authors. Notably, we conducted an in-depth examination of the top three most impactful papers as measured by citations during the research period. Moreover, we scrutinized bigrams and trigrams—combinations of two and three words, respectively—to elucidate recurring lexical patterns in the papers. This multifaceted analysis facilitated an enhanced understanding of the evolution of these domains, the diverse methodologies employed by authors to expound upon ABM theory, and its practical implementation, thereby underscoring its growing significance within the field of transportation.

A rich array of graphical representations were harnessed to convey key findings, including the pivotal role of journal publications, prominent keywords, and abstract content. These representations encompassed collaboration maps, Word Clouds, thematic maps, and collaboration networks, which collectively illuminated the scholarly landscape.

We posit that future research endeavors may benefit from extending the analysis to encompass additional databases, such as Scopus or other pertinent public repositories within the transportation and ABM domains. Furthermore, we aim for future investigations to consider the inclusion of conference proceedings, in addition to journal publications, to attain a more comprehensive understanding of the evolving landscape.

In conclusion, we believe that the field of ABM and transportation remains an intriguing and evolving research domain. Its sustained relevance and expanding sphere of applicability are poised to continually captivate researchers worldwide in the foreseeable future.
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